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Objectives of the Study
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Overarching objective is to identify and map the existing market potential (technology and applications) of
off-grid solar refrigerators across five market segments - healthcare (vaccine), households, micro-
enterprises, farm-gate (fruits and vegetables) and dairy (milk)
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Market Outlook for Off-Grid Solar Refrigeration (1/2)
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Off-grid solar refrigerators offer a total market addressable market (TAM) of USD 20.6 billion with a
segmented addressable market (SAM) of USD 4.3 billion across five market segments

TAM: USD 20.6 billion SAM: USD 4.3 billion

Solar PV + Battery
 Traditional product - DC compressor with

batteries
 Cost-effective due to recent innovations in the

battery
 Maintenance and replacement is a key

challenge
 E.g. Households, micro-enterprise product

Two Primary Technologies

Solar PV + Phase Change Material (PCM)
 Innovative product with Phase Change

Material (PCM) being used for thermal
storage

 Wide temperature range compared to Solar
PV with battery (up to -20oC)

 High capital cost due to nascent technology
 E.g., Refrigeration on wheels, milk chillers

Healthcare (Vaccine)

TAM: USD 0.8 billion
SAM: USD 81.1 million 

Micro-Enterprises

TAM: USD 4.1 billion
SAM: USD 406.0 million 

Households

TAM: USD 0.6 billion
SAM: USD 63.0 million 

Farm-Gate (Fruits & Vegetables)

TAM: USD 15.0 billion
SAM: USD 3,744.0 million 

Dairy (Milk)

TAM: USD 0.2 billion
SAM: USD 16.0 million



Market Outlook for Off-Grid Solar Refrigeration (2/2)

Total Addressable Market
(TAM)

Segmented Addressable
Market (SAM)

Total market demand for a particular product or service calculated from the potential customer base
and availability of the product for the market segment

A portion of TAM that can be immediately serviced by companies based on the rate of adoption for a
specific market segment
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Estimation of Market Size

Population

Production 

Energy

Infrastructure

Wastage

Cost of product

Adoption rate

Input Estimation Output

Infrastructure requirements

Supply chain gaps

Targeted addressable market 
(TAM) 

Segmented addressable 
market (SAM)

Geography

Number of products



Key Technologies and Total Cost of Ownership (1/2)
Solar PV with battery is a widely used solar-based refrigeration technology, and Solar with Phase Change
Material (PCM) thermal battery is the most cost-effective option across the five market segments
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Solar PV with 
PCM Thermal 

Battery

Solar PV with 
Battery

Refrigerator on 
DG

Solar PV with 
Biomass

Solar PV with 
Battery on Grid 

and DG

Solar PV with 
Battery and 

Grid

100-litre capacity

Healthcare (Vaccine)

TCO: USD 5,930
OPEX: USD 9/L
CAPEX: USD 50/L

TCO: USD 6,100
OPEX: USD 16/L
CAPEX: USD 45/L

TCO: USD 7,040
OPEX: USD 37/L
CAPEX: USD 433/L

150-litre capacity

Households

TCO: USD 1,225
OPEX: USD 1/L
CAPEX: USD 7/L

TCO: USD 1,143
OPEX: USD 2/L
CAPEX: USD 5/L

TCO: USD 1,894
OPEX: USD 12/L
CAPEX: USD 1/L

268-litre capacity

Micro-Enterprises

TCO: USD 1,467
OPEX: USD 1.5/L
CAPEX: USD 4/L

TCO: USD 1,492
OPEX: USD 2/L
CAPEX: USD 4/L

TCO: USD 1,846
OPEX: USD 4/L
CAPEX: USD 3/L

TCO: USD 2,998
OPEX: USD 10/L
CAPEX: USD 1/L

5 MT capacity

Farm-Gate (F&V)

TCO: USD 39,070
OPEX: USD 4,000/MT
CAPEX: USD 3,800/MT

TCO: USD 44,300
OPEX: USD 4,200/MT
CAPEX: USD 4,600/MT

TCO: USD 47,200
OPEX: USD 4,000/MT
CAPEX: USD 5,400/MT

TCO: USD 59,800
OPEX: USD 9,200/MT
CAPEX: USD 2,700/MT

TCO: USD 145,163
OPEX: USD 27,100/MT
CAPEX: USD 1,900/MT

500-litre capacity

Dairy (Milk)

TCO: USD 6,130
OPEX: USD 0.8/L
CAPEX: USD 11/L

TCO: USD 6,670
OPEX: USD 2/L
CAPEX: USD 11/L

TCO: USD 29,520
OPEX: USD 52/L
CAPEX: USD 7/L

TCO: USD 1,130
OPEX: USD 2/L
CAPEX: USD 6/L



Key Technologies and Total Cost of Ownership (2/2)
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Estimation of Total Cost of Ownership of Technologies

Refrigerator volume

Type of technology

Energy usage (grid or diesel 
consumption)

Unit cost of product

System design Capital expenditure Operating expenses

Installation costs Annual maintenance costs 

Cost of replacement of solar 
battery/PCM

Assumptions
 Lifetime period of ownership of refrigerator system is 10 years considering the durability of the

technology
 Replacement cost of solar battery based on lifetime period of 5 years
 Replacement cost of PCM based on lifetime period of 5 years
 Energy cost for consumption of diesel is calculated as per application of product in off-grid areas (i.e. no

grid electricity supply)
 TCO calculation for refrigerators with diesel generators does not consider the capital cost or

maintenance cost of the diesel generator; as all these costs are distributed in the entire operating unit
 Cost of installation of an AC refrigerator is included in the capital cost, as it is sold as a play and plug unit

Total cost of ownership 
Capital expenditure + Average 

operating expenses over lifetime 
period

Total cost per unit of volume
Total cost of ownership / Refrigerator 

volume



Innovative Business Models
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Cooling-as-a-Service and rental/lease business models can improve affordability of off-grid solar
refrigerators, especially for farm-gate and dairy market segment

Companies sell their product at an upfront cost through direct retail or distribution
channels (e.g. wholesalers, stockists) to customers.

Upfront Purchase 
through channels

The lowest bid by a company is awarded government tenders (national/state
level) to supply refrigeration technology to customer across market segments (such as
PHCs/SHCs, farmers)

Government 
procurement

Repayable grants/margin money grants are being provided by NGOs/Foundations
to customers to purchase off-grid solar refrigerators from companies

Grants from NGOs/ 
Foundations

Farmer producer organizations/large private dairies purchase refrigerators at an
upfront cost from the company and provide CaaS to farmers (payment as per
usage).

Cooling-as-a-
Service (CaaS)

Companies provide refrigerators at a fixed monthly rent to farmers. Refrigerator
ownership is transferred after the lease period. Companies can avail financing
from NBFCs

Rental/lease 

Companies receive an upfront payment from customers, while the government
supports customers with viability gap funding or subsidies

Government 
policy support

Large corporates purchase refrigerators from companies and provide it to small
shop owners at a negligible cost (sometimes free). They recover investment from
the product margins

Partnership with 
large corporates



Challenges 
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Nascent market for off-grid solar refrigeration across all the five segments. Key challenges across three
levels (supply, demand and ecosystem) pertain to financing, awareness and technology

Supply Side

Financing: Poor access to finance for
enterprises due to lack of demonstrated
bankable business cases
Awareness: Limited information with
banks on technology and economics of the
product (return on investment, payback
period, etc.)
Service delivery: Lack of last mile
distribution and after-sales service
network in the rural regions impact the
quality of service, especially in households
Technology: Majority of the existing cold
storage supports single commodity
(potato). Need for technology with
different temperature ranges for fruits
and vegetables

Demand Side

Awareness: Low awareness and
understanding on benefits of off-grid solar
refrigeration especially on the overall cost
saving over lifetime and applications for
productive uses
Recognition: Preference for branded
products (such as Samsung, LG, etc.)
especially by households and micro-
enterprises
Financing: High upfront cost of
technology and limited options for
consumer financing
Technology: Limited knowledge on
benefits from on-site cooling by dairy
farmers
Consumer confidence: Lack of
information on quality standards of
products impacts consumer confidence

Ecosystem

Awareness: Limited information with
banks on technology and economics of the
product (return on investment, payback
period, etc.)
Technology: Insufficient awareness and
recognition of new and upcoming
technologies by stakeholders
Regulations: Time consuming and
complicated tender process by the
government discourages companies to
apply
Processes: Poor accountability of milk
production and losses due to lack of
processes



Opportunities (1/2)
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There are significant opportunities arising in the sector with recent policy impetus on cold-chain
infrastructure development and increased energy demand in rural areas

 USD 13.3 billion Agriculture
Infrastructure Fund provides
concessional loans for
infrastructure development
(including cold storage)

 National Horticulture Mission
(USD 182 million for 2020-21)
extends additional financial
assistance for application of
solar-based technology

 Increase in year-on-year milk
processing requires additional
chilling capacity

 Unreliable electricity supply in
rural areas often requires use of
diesel generator for cooling
services. Solar based appliances
can reduce usage of DG by 90%

Interest by FPOs and cooperatives for
innovative business models (such as
cooling-as-a-service or community
ownership models)

Interest from cooperative societies in
procurement of milk chillers on
rental basis after demonstration of
the model

 USD 2 billion Animal Husbandry
Infrastructure Development Fund
extends concessional loans (incl.
refrigeration infrastructure)

 Dairy Entrepreneurship
Development Scheme (USD 43
million for 2019-20) provides
back-ended subsidy (incl. cold
storage and chilling units)

Potential market opportunity for
refrigeration units for storage of
fruits and vegetables at varied
temperatures

Government Initiatives Emerging Potential Business Model Innovation



Opportunities (2/2)
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There are significant opportunities arising in the sector with recent policy impetus on cold-chain
infrastructure development and increased energy demand in rural areas

Government Initiatives Emerging Potential Business Model Innovation

Policy support through the scheme -
Scale up of Access to Clean Energy
for Rural Productive Use (USD 23
million total project cost 2018-20)

 Huge demand from rural
PHCs/sub centers having irregular
power supply

 Potential market for refrigeration
in pathology labs, blood banks,
and local medical shops

 Increase profits by USD
57/month (with sale of chilled
products) by using solar
refrigerators

 Recent emphasis on last mile
availability of essential
commodities

 Rise in demand in rural areas due
to improving income levels

 Yield additional income by
starting home-based businesses

Govt. recently announced usage of
29,000 cold chain points, 45,000
ice-lined refrigerators, and 300
solar refrigerators, among other
applications for Covid-19 vaccine
storage

Integration of product with other
systems such as mini-grids offers a
potential solution for meeting
refrigeration demand in off-grid
areas or weak-grid areas



Recommendations (1/2)
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Government

 Design targeted policies for off-grid solar refrigeration having specific targets to achieve aligned with SDG 7

 Promote awareness on existing product testing methods and performance metrics for off-grid solar refrigerator 
technologies to improve consumers’ and financial institutions’ confidence

 Rationalize existing tariffs on solar components and provide tax incentives to companies manufacturing off-grid 
solar refrigerators to reduce capital costs

 Create a national level fund targeted to support the local manufacturing of off-grid solar refrigerators with a 
specific provision of financial assistance to companies

1

Recommendations across three overarching themes of: a) enhancing the policy regime for off-grid solar
refrigeration, b) providing nuanced financial support to companies and consumers, and c) creating an
enabling ecosystem for market development

Donors and Financial Institutions

 Design innovative financial instruments like blended finance for supporting emerging and innovative business 
cases

 Explore consumer financing options like revolving funds or viability gap funding to improve affordability of off-
grid solar refrigerators

2



Recommendations (2/2)
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Companies

 Provide consumers support on incorporation of off-grid solar refrigerator in the existing value chain as an 
attractive package of services

 Develop and demonstrate bankable projects and proof-of-concept to avail commercial financing

 Implement innovative business models that reduce upfront capital investment requirements (pay-as-you-use) to 
improve affordability of off-grid solar refrigerators

 Generate consumer awareness on the benefits of the technology and availability of schemes to support market 
expansion

3

Other Ecosystem Players

 Establish a digital platform with data on technology applications and potential market segments to enhance 
knowledge about off-grid solar refrigerators

 Design and implement a training program on financing of off-grid solar productive appliances for financial 
institutions in rural areas

 Support demand aggregation of off-grid solar refrigerators to achieve economies of scale and reduce unit price 
of the product for consumers

4



Contact Us
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Santosh Singh
Director, Intellecap
santosh.singh@intellecap.net

Ankit Gupta
Associate Vice President, Intellecap
ankit.gupta@intellecap.net

For more details, please visit www.intellecap.net

Location

Mumbai, India
13 A, 6th Floor, Techniplex-II IT Park, Off 
Veer Savarkar Flyover, Goregaon(West), 
Mumbai - 400062, India
Ph - 022-61952700

Nairobi, Kenya
Tetezi Towers, Ground Floor, Off 
George Padmore- Marcus Garvey 
Road Junction Kilimani Nairobi, Kenya
Ph - 00254 20 2441000

www.gogla.org

Praviin B Kumaar
India Coordinator

p.kumaar@gogla.org

Head office:
Johan Cruijff Boulevard 91 1101 

DM, Amsterdam Zuid-Oost The 
Netherlands 

mailto:Santosh.singh@intellecap.net
mailto:ankit.gupta@intellecap.net
http://www.intellecap.net/
http://www.gogla.org/
mailto:p.kumaar@gogla.org


Annexures



Insights as per Market Segments: Healthcare (Vaccine)
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Vaccine sector offers a total addressable market of USD 811 million for the off-grid solar refrigeration
product. Need to reduce wastage of vaccines to improve health outcomes

Almost 25% vaccines in India are wasted before
consumption due to inconsistency in required
temperature provisions

50% of the PHCs do not have continuous supply of electricity

19%
occasional 

power supply

20%
regular power 

cuts

2%  
power cut in 

summers

9% 
no electricity 
connection

25,308
Public Health 

Centres (PHCs)

153,655
Health Sub 

Centres

Only 27,000
Cold Chain points 

(urban + rural)

Rural healthcare infrastructure in India (2014-15)

8,254 PHCs to be constructed (to meet govt. norms of 1
PHC per 30,000 population)

Enterprises

Unit Number Price

PHCs (50%) 20,908 SDD: USD 4,001

Sub-centre (100%) 153,655 VC: USD 240

Ambulance (100%) 25,884 VC: USD 240

Chemist (50%) 1,80,000 SWB: USD 
3,800

TAM = Number X Price
SAM = TAM X Adoption Rate (10%) 

Healthcare institutions and vehicles can be supplied with following off-
grid solar refrigeration products
 Solar Direct Drive (SDD): 100 L
 Vaccine Carrier (VC): 4 L
 Solar With Battery (SWB): 270 L

Scenario Market Size

TAM
USD 811 million

SAM
USD 81 million



Insights as per Market Segments: Households
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Household sector offers a total addressable market of USD 4.1 billion for the off-grid solar refrigeration
product. Huge opportunity due to unreliable grid electricity in rural areas and increased energy demand for
decentralized

40% of the households (across 4 major states i.e. Bihar,
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Odisha) do not have
24x7 electricity supply, creating concerns regarding
efficient usage of AC refrigerators

71%
Grid 

2%
Mini-Grid

27%
Other resources

Primary source of electricity (% rural households) in 2019

Enterprises

Rural households which do not have access to 24x7 grid-electricity
supply and face frequent power shortages can be provided with off-
grid solar refrigerators of size 150 L

Scenario Market Size

TAM
USD 4.1 billion

SAM
USD 406 
million

Others: Solar Home System, Solar lanterns, DG, Rechargeable
batteries, Kerosene lamps, Torch, candles and Emergency lights

Only 16.4% rural 
households' own 

refrigerators 
(NFHS 2015-16)

8.25% of rural  households 
have income more than 

USD 134 per month 
(SECC, 2011)

Parameters Number

% HHs without refrigerator in rural area
(H)

84%

% of HHs in rural areas with income of
more than 10,000 per month and don’t
have refrigerator (HI)

8.25% of 
H

# of HHs not satisfied with the electricity
supply/ require off-grid refrigeration
(40% o f HI)

5.54 
million

Average Price of refrigeration (P) USD 733

TAM = Number X Price
SAM = TAM X Adoption Rate (10%) 



Insights as per Market Segments: Micro-Enterprises
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Micro-Enterprises sector offers a total addressable market of USD 634 million for the off-grid solar
refrigeration product. Increased demand by micro-enterprises in rural areas to supply cold water, cold
drinks, and other such items at premium prices

40% of the micro-enterprises (across 4 major states i.e.
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Odisha) do not
have 24x7 electricity supply, creating concerns
regarding efficient usage of AC refrigerators

Large ‘kirana’ stores in rural areas with unreliable grid-electricity
supply can be offered off-grid solar refrigerators worth USD 933. In
addition, local restaurants can also be target consumers.

Scenario Market Size

TAM
USD 634 

billion

SAM
USD 63 
million

1 Kirana store per 100 
people in rural India

Large ‘kirana’ stores (18% of total) which are not satisfied 
with grid power (40% of total) are the primary consumers

0.68 million

Number of Kirana stores
9.44 million (2020)

Optimum size available 
in rural areas 268 L

Demand due to high 
temperature and 

extended summers

Parameters Number

# Rural population in India (2020) (A) 944.2 million

# Total number of kirana stores in 
rural areas (B = 10% of A) 9.4 million

# Total kirana stores not satisfied with 
grid electricity supply (C = 40% of B) 3.52 million

# Large stores in rural areas to be 
targeted initially owing to purchasing 
power (N = 18% of C )

0.68 million

Average price for 268 L refrigerator 
(P) USD 933

TAM = Number (N) X Price (P)
SAM = TAM X Adoption Rate (10%)

Enterprises



Insights as per Market Segments: Farm-Gate (Fruits and 
Vegetables)
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Farm-Gate sector offers a total addressable market of USD 15 million for the off-grid solar refrigeration
product. Cold storage market in India is highly fragmented and mostly developed to store only a specific
commodity (even though commodities are seasonal)

Farmers can avoid distress selling during high demand of perishable
items by setting up off-grid solar refrigerators at the farm-gate level of
size 5 MT

Scenario Market Size

TAM
USD 15 billion

SAM
USD 3.7 
billion

Parameters Number

# Total quantity of F&Vs (A) 284 million MT

# Total quantity of highly perishable 
F&Vs requiring refrigeration in the 
range of 0oC to 10oC (B = 12% of A)

35 million MT

# Wastage of highly perishable fruits 
and vegetables (C = 16% of B) 5.6  million MT

# 5 MT refrigerators required  to 
avoid wastage (N = C/5 ) 1.1 million

Average price for 5 MT refrigerator 
(P) USD 13,333

TAM = Number (N) X Price (P)
SAM = TAM X Adoption Rate (25%)

284 million MT of fruits and vegetables (2018-19)

USD 8.4 billion p.a.
Loss due to poor storage 

facility

12% fruits and vegetables 
require refrigeration in the 

range of 0oC to 10oC

Need for portable units for seasonal produce. Enable
storage of multiple produce with varied temperature
at one time

Wastage of fruits and vegetables (16%): 45.4 million MT

37 Mn MT installed 
capacity 

(#8,186 on-grid/diesel 
refrigerators)

Cold storages supported by  3,500 players in the unorganized 
sector and 30 players in the organized sector

Enterprises

75% single commodity 
cold storage (mainly 

potatoes)



Insights as per Market Segments: Dairy (Milk)
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Dairy sector offers a total addressable market of USD 164 million for the off-grid solar refrigeration product.
Year-on-Year increasing demand and supply, suggests a promising market for off-grid milk chillers and
other dairy products

Between 2018 and 2023, the milk processing industry is projected to grow at
a CAGR of 14.8% to reach USD 38 billion in 2023. It is expected that a
larger share of dairy farmers will move towards production of value-
added products (such as curd and cheese, etc.) in the near future

Scenario Market Size

TAM
USD 164 
million

SAM
USD 16 
million

Parameters Number

# Average daily milk production in 
India (A)

514.4 million 
liters per day

# Total milk wastage due to 
unreliable electricity supply required 
for cooling 
(B = 3% of A)

15.4 million 
liters per day

# 500 L milk chillers required  to avoid 
wastage (N = B/500 ) 30,863

Average price for 500 L off-grid solar 
milk chiller (P) USD 13,333

TAM = Number (N) X Price (P)
SAM = TAM X Adoption Rate (10%)

Annual milk production (2018-19): 187 million tons

3% of milk wasted annually due to unreliable and
erratic electricity supply

0.51 million tons per day (TPD)
Average daily milk production 

30 L/day per dairy farmer
Average daily milk production 

50% of milk business handled by the unorganized sector

Milk cooling capacity (12% of production): 0.060 million
TPD

67% Bulk Milk Cooler 33% Chilling Centers

Estimated loss of USD 6 million per day, considering an
average price of USD 0.39/L in India

Enterprises

Off-grid solar milk chillers with a capacity of 500 L can enable a
group of 15 dairy farmers to store milk efficiently
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